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Abstract: This work presents a high-performance digitizer based on column-parallel 

single-slope ADC (SS-ADC) topology for readout of a back-illuminated 3D-stacked 

CMOS image sensor. To address the high power consumption issue in high speed digital 

counters, a passing window (PW) based hybrid counter topology is proposed. In this 

approach, the memory cells in the digital counters of SS-ADCs are disconnected from the 

global bus during non-relevant timing. To address the high column FPN under bright 

illumination conditions, a double auto-zeroing (AZ) scheme is proposed. In this technique, 

the AZ process is employed twice at reset and signal level, respectively. The double AZ 

scheme not only allows the comparator to serve as a crossing detector around the common-

mode level, but it also enables low-voltage comparator design. The proposed techniques 

are experimentally verified in a prototype chip designed and fabricated in the TSMC 40 nm 

low-power CMOS process. 
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